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The effect of an oriented electron shell on the angular correlation of nuclear radiations is 
investigated. The angular distribution due to this effect is obtained. 

IF the lifetime of the intermediate nuclear level 
is not small as compared to the precession period 
of the nuclear moment in the field of the electron 
shell, the interaction with the electron shell leads 
to a redistribution of the m -sublevels of the nu
cleus; then a "perturbed" correlation of the nuclear 
radiations is observed.1 

Alder2 obtained a formula which takes account 
of this effect for the case of an electron shell which 
remains in a stationary state during the nuclear 
transitions. Later Coester3 investigated the devi
ations from the Alder formula for the case when 
the stationary condition is not satisfied. 

Owing to the large magnetic moment the elec
ton shells orient themselves more easily than the 
nucleus. It is therefore meaningful to consider 
the effect of the oriented electron shell on the 
radiation of the nucleus. 

In the present paper we investigate the angular 
correlation of two successive radiations of the 
nucleus; we study the correlation of the directions 
as well as the polarization effects with respect to 
the a, {3, and y rays and the conversion elec
trons 4 coming from an oriented electron shell. 
The basic formula for the correlation function is 
different from that used in the papers of Goertzel1 

and Alder, 2 since the correlation will also depend 
significantly on the hyperfine structure of the ini
tial level of the nucleus in the presence of an 
orientation "of the k-th order." 

THE CORRELATION FUNCTION 

1. We consider the radiation from nuclei whose 
electron shells are oriented. In general, the cor
relation function will then depend not only on the 
directions of the radiations and on their polariza
tions, but also on the rotational symmetry axis 
of the total angular momenta of the electron 
shells 77. 
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The probability for the emission of two rays in 
the nuclear cascade decay A - B - C is given 
by the expression 

w = ~ lB<l) (~W> £(2) W~>, (1) 
~~· 

where 

lB(l) (~W) = S ~a (mea. ) (~I H1 I ex) (ex I a') (ex'21 H, I ~·), (1a) 
1 cxcx' 1 + (w<1<1'1: A) 

£<2l (W~) = s ~ WI H•l y) (Y I H,d ~) . (1b) 
2 Y 1 + (w~~·-rB) 

si implies summation over all unchanged proper
ties of the i-th radiation (i = 1, 2 ); Waa' and 
T A ( Wf3f3' and TB) give the hyperfine structure 
and the lifetime of the nuclear level A ( B ) ; 
a (mea) is the probability that the projection of 
the total angular momentum of the electron shell 
before the beginning of the decay is mea· 

The denominators in (1a) and (1b) can be ob
tained from the descriptive discussions of Abra
gam and Pound.5 

2. We choose 71 as the axis of quantization z. 
Then the matrix element ( f31 H21 y) can be writ
ten in the form 

(~I H2 i r) = (Fbmb I H2[ Feme .Q2cr2) 

= ~ (.Q2cr2[ L2M2r.2) (Fbmb I H2f Feme4.M2r.2). (2) 
L 2M 2 rt2 

Here Fi is the quantum number of the total angu
lar momentum of the nucleus ( h ) and the electron 
shell Oe); mi is the projection of Fi on the z 
axis. ~2 and cr2 denote the direction and the po
larization of the radiation; ( ~2cr2 1 L2 M2l1r2) is 
the wave function of the radiation with a given 
angular momentum L2, projection M2, and 
parity 1r2. 

We now go over to the coordinate system of the 
radiation: 

(.Q2cr2 IL2M2r.2) = ~ D~:M, <R;:-1) (0 cr2i L2!1·2"2)· (3) .,., 
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n{:M is the irreducible representation of the three 
dimensional rotation group of dimension 2L + 1; 
R21 implies a rotation from the direction of the 
radiation to the TJ axis. 

We recall that the matrix element 

X (i i, F b) (jm j, m, [ H 2l j2 m2j,m~ L2 M21t2) (- 1 i•-ie+mc 
m m, -mb 

X (2fc + 1)'1• (iz ie, Fe ) , (4) 
mz me -me 

(where ( : : : ) is the 3j symbol of Wigner6 ), and 

assume that the electron shell is stationary during 
the nuclear transitions. In accordance with the 
Eckart theorem, 7 this leads to 

Then expression (2) can be written as 

(~! H 2l r) 

~ (- 1 )-j,-f,+L,+mb (j II L2ll j2) (2j + 1 )'I• (2f b + 1)'1• 

{F""}FL F X (2f e + 1 )'I• . c I e lz . ( e z b) 
1 Lz F b me Mz - mb 

(6) 

where the curly brackets stand for the 6j symbol 
of Wigner. 6 Formula (6) also determines 

w I H21 r)- (F~m~ I H21 FcmcD~ a~). 

Using the properties of the matrix nf:M (refer
ence 7) and introducing the notation ( y specifies 
the type of radiation) 

Cv,T, (L2 L~ lt2 y) =52 LJ, (- 1 )L.+ILz (2v2 + 1 )'/, 
IL21L2 

(Lz L~ 'Vz) ' ' ' ' (7) x , (Oazl Lz tJ-2 1t2)* (Oazl L2 fL2 1tz), 
1-'z -!-'2 -'t"z 

we now apply the formulas for the contraction of 
the 3j and 6j symbols of Wigner. In the end we 
obtain for the density matrix 

E<z> (W~) = L] (- 1/'-i,+L,+Fb+Fb+mb(jiJL~IJi2) 

L2L:n2 
V2Pz't'.a 

3. The density matrix for the first transition is 
given by expression (la). 

Repeating the calculations of Sec. 2, we find 

(~ [ H 1 1 ~) = L] (- 1)zi,+HL,+mb+ma+m, (jtfl L1IJj) 
LtMt1tt 
f.l..tmlm 

X (2Fa+ 1)'1•(2Fb+ 1)'1·(~1 ~ -~a)(~1 ~ -~J e a 

where R11 implies the rotation from the direction 
of the first radiation to the TJ axis, and 

~<1>(W) = L] (- l)zJ,+L;(jtiiL;IIj)(jl[ILt/Jj) 
, 

L1L1tt1 

v1F aF~ 

, (2F + 1) (2F' + 1) 
X (2vl + 1 )'" (2F b + 1 )'I• (2F b + 1 )'!. a a 2 

1 +(<» '"A) 
Fa Fa 

X (~~; ~- -j~J (~1 ~ ~1mJ (~1 -L~; ~t J 
X Cv,T, (L1 L; 1t1X) D~ip, (R"!1). (10) 

The internal sum in (10) goes over the magnetic 
numbers m, ml> me, m'' mi, me, mf' m~. 
Ml> M{, p1, Tt> rna, and rna_. The summation 
over the first six of these numbers is easily per
formed. 

In order to apply Racah's formula for the con
traction of the 3j symbols of Wigner in the sum 

~ (- 1)M, (Fb L 1 Fa ) (F~ L~ F~,) (L1 
, mb M 1 -rna mb M 1 -rna M1 

M,M1 
which can also be written as 

(11) 

we replace the Kronecker symbols by the expres
sions 

l ) ( F~ v1 l ) 
-/.. m~ -p1 - X ' 
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4. We further introduce the 9j symbol of Wig
ner,6 

(13) 

and obtain for the correlation function, using the 
unitarity of the representation D~P' 

)( f ;~ ~1~ ~:] <[(ie j,) kO) G1 _v~ ~) D~~~ (R1) D'!:_PTz (R2)• (14} t. V1 k 

where the summation goes over the corresponding 
quantum numbers; v1 + v2 + k is an even number. 
<I Ueje) kO > is the statistical tensor of Fano, 
which is proportional to 

= (2k) 'k [ (2j, + k + 1)! ]-'/.. . (15) 
k '· (2k+ 1)(2j,-k)l lk(J,). 

The matrix elements in (14) are chosen to be 
real, which is always possible4 in view of the in
variance under time reversal. This leads to the 
following normalization for the correlation func
tion (14):* 

(slt•r·~ wdn1dn2dx1dx2 = 2J UdL1IIi>2 <nL2IIi2>2• (16) 
LtLa 

The radiation parameters C VT ( LV 7TX) are 
given by Biedenharn and Rose.4 Alder, Stech, and 
Winther8 calculated these parameters for {3 decay 
including the possibility of parity non-conservation. 

For (wFaF~TA)2 « 1, we sum over Fa and 

Fa in (14) and obtain 

W = 2J (- l)!t+f-J.+L~+L,+i,+Fb+v2 (jt[f L111 j) (h ~ L~ II j) 

X (j /I L2ll j2) (j II L~ II j2) Cv,-r1 (L1 L~ lt1X) Cv,-r, ( L2 L~ Tt2 Y) (2j + 1) 

X (2v1 + 1 )'/• (2v2 + 1 )''• (2k + 1 )''• {i i, ~1 } {i i, ~·} 
L1 L1 11 L2 L2 12 

*The rotation is defined by the Eulerian angles, q>, (}, and 
Xi the element of solid angle in the direction of the radiation 
is dO = sin(} d(J dq>; X defines its transverse polarization. 

X (;1 _v~ ~) D~~~ (R1) D'!:_PTz (R2)• (1 7} 

If (wFbFbTB) 2 « 1, expression (17) does not 

depend on the orientation of the electron shell, as 
was to be expected. It coincides in this case with 
the correlation function for the radiations from 

W = 2J (- 1 }1.-Iz+L~+L,+v U1ll L1fl j) (jill L~ II j) (j II L2IJ ie) (j fl L~ II j.} 

(2 · + 1) {i i v } {i i v } C (L L' ) C X J L L' . L L' . v-r, 1 1 lt1X VTz 
1 1 ]1 2 2 ]2 

If the total angular momenta of the electron 
shells are randomly distributed [i.e., a (me) = 
const], (14) goes over into an expression which 
differs from (18) by the reducing factor 

2J (2f b + 1) (2f~ + 1) {i j v }2 
, (2j, + 1) (1 + (w ''t'B)2 ] F F j 

FbFb FbFb b b e 

under the summation sign.* 

(18) 

5. It has been known that any interaction of the 
nucleus with the external field leads to a decrease 
in the anisotropy; in the limiting case ( wT ) 2 » 1 
only the "hard core" remains. 9 The explanation 
for this has been that the external field leads to a 
redistribution of the m -sublevels in the interme
diate state such that their population becomes 
more uniform. 

It is seen from the example of the well-studied 
y-y cascade % ( 1, 2) % (2) % in Cd111 that 
the orientation of the shell leads to a weakening 
of this effect. 

To obtain maximal anisotropy, we place the 
axis of orientation in (1 7) in the direction of the 
first quantum. Substituting the value je =% for 
the total angular momentum of the electron shell, 
we obtain for the anisotropy: 

A unperturbed =- 0.247; Aunoriented = - 0.103; 

A fully oriented =- 0.149. 

It turns out that in some cases the interaction 
between the nucleus and the oriented shell can 
lead to an increase of the anisotropy as compared 
to the case of an isolated nucleus. For example, 
using the same assumptions for the y-y cascade 
% (1)% (2) %. we obtain 

*This is Alder's result. 2 
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A unperturbed = - 0.1034; A unoriented =- o:0417; A fully Ol"iented =- 0,1557. 

This can be explained in the following fashion. In 
the intermediate state the system nucleus + shell 
tends toward equilibrium. If the sublevels of the 
electron shell me are not uniformly populated, 
the non-uniformity of the population of the m
sublevels of the nucleus can be increased through 
the interaction. 

ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION 

Integrating (14) over dQ2dx2, we obtain the 
angular distribution of the nuclear radiation: 

W = L; (-1)-id-L,+Fa-F~-k (jill L![/ j) (h II L~!ij) 

, (2Fa+1)(2F:+1){L L' k}{F F' } 
xCkT,(L1 L1 rr1 x) i+(w '"A)2 .1 .1 . . a .a k 

F aF a 11 ]1 I le le h 

{ Fa F~ k} k 
X h h je <IUe ie) kO) Do~, (Rt)· 

Expression (19) is normalized according to the 
condition 

(19) 

4~ ~ W sin 8 d8 dx = ~ (j1 ll L1 ll j)2 • (20) 

It is seen from (19) that the distribution becomes 
isotropic if either the lifetime of the initial state 
is much smaller than the precession period of the 
nuclear moment in the field of the electron shell 
[ ( wT A )2 « 1 ] , or the electron shell is not oriented 
[ fk Ue ) = 0ko) · 

If the transition under consideration is preceded 
by others, one must take into account the disori
entation of the electron shell in these transitions. 
The corresponding expression for one such tran
sition is obtained from (14) by integrating over 
dQtdXt· 

In conclusion the author expresses his gratitude 
to K. A. Ter-Martirosyan for interest in this work. 
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